Ubi Work Tools
TM

A collection of tools that enable people to
organize, personalize, and work effectively

Ubi Work Tools
The Ubi Work Tools portfolio helps make any workspace more
efficient, effective, and personalized. Individuals can arrange—and
rearrange—the portfolio’s assortment of tools to suit their personal
preferences and workstyles. Based on research into organizing

principles, the portfolio is intended to promote accessibility,
control visibility, and maximize space savings for a new and
richer experience of working.

Designed for the Person
We created Ubi Work Tools around an understanding of
people. In support of each individual’s work essentials and
lifestyle items and informed by the way people move and
operate within their workspace, Ubi Work Tools provide a
rich experience for everyone.

Suited for Many Styles
Depending on which items a person is using and what
tasks are being performed, workers can assemble Ubi Work
Tools accordingly. Whether a workspace is owned or used
on a drop-in basis, the portfolio allows each individual to
feel at home while in the office and work more efficiently.

The versatile Ubi Work Tools portfolio works cross-platform on all Herman Miller benching and desking solutions.

Ubi Work Tools increase organization and work in harmony with Formwork® stackable desktop storage, designed by Sam Hecht and Kim Colin.

Zoned for Optimal Placement
With an understanding of how compact spaces can feel efficient
and supportive, the designers at Observatory developed the
Ubi Work Tools portfolio with optimal placement in mind. The
portfolio allows the individual to maintain spatial efficiency and
visual hierarchy within his or her work area while contributing to
a sense of ownership.
About Observatory
Working with the design firm Observatory, we created Ubi Work
Tools to support each person’s work essentials and lifestyle
items. Ubi Work Tools are informed by the way people move and
operate within their workpoints and provide a rich experience
for the individual. We started with people and studied their work
activities. To an understanding of these activities, we added a
consideration of the types of tools people use—from analog to
digital, from mobile to stationary—and how they use them to
further their work.
Ayako Takase and Cutter Hutton of Observatory

Details
To see the full product offering, visit
hermanmiller.com/ubi-work-tools

Bag Hook

Mobile Bag Catch

Slim Screen and Document Clip

Organizer

Attached Shelf

Attached Shelf with Backdrop

Freestanding Shelf

Monitor Platform Shelf

USB Module

Name Tag

Bookend

Cable Cleat

Materials
Visit hermanmiller.com/materials to see representational samples of
our complete textile and materials offering for Ubi Work Tools.
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For more information, please visit hermanmiller.com or call 888 443 4357.
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